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Abstract: We human beings are consciousness – awareness of ourselves and of all our experiences, we are embodied Spirit, we are
bridge between Spirit and Matter, between Creator and Creation, between Life and forms through which Life flows. We have started to
embody on this beautiful planet millions years ago with the only reason to resolve the energy impasse – relation between consciousness
and energy and we have succeeded in our massion (mission + passion): energy responds to consciousness, all energy is ours to serve us
if we allow it. All interferers from other angelic families, including the Order of the Arc are removed so that we alone can guide
ourselves together with the planet Earth into higher dimensions. What we’ve done here will have huge impact on the whole Cosmos. On
our planet from September 18th, 2007 is present new energy with awareness which fulfills every our desire if we choose so and allow it.
We are nearing to the point in time when center of Spirit will merge with the center of the Earth when collectivity of human
consciousness will awaken to a unified field identity and then we will get Creator’s final definition in form – we will be born as
Planetary Beings, actually “who we are”.
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1. Introduction
There is discovery in quantum physics that consciousness
creates everything without real understanding both what is
consciousness and relation between consciousness and
energy, not to mention that question why we are incarnating
here is fully misunderstood.
Let me begin with the great Serbian poet and philosopher
Njegoš, actually prophet, who wrote almost two centuries
ago:
„Blessed is the one who lives forever,
He had the good reason to be born,
The fairies will compete for ages,
To make him worthy wreaths!
O wicked Serbism extinguished,
I have outlived all your evils,
So I have to fight the worst!”
I can easily extend his prophecy to the whole humanity by
replacing word Serbism with the word Humanness. The
worst we have to fight are domestic traitors – satanic
servants! That is what is happening right now across the
planet in these last times of God‟s fight against Satan. War is
not from God, but defense of life is blessed and allowed by
all means because life is the most precious gift from Father
God Aton Creator. This fight is won with the WORD of
TRUTH [1-18]!
1) In the Beginning
In the beginning God, the Father. The Father is Light, the
still Light of the Spirit whom no Man can see. The dwelling
place of the Father is the Kingdom of Heaven, and it is
without form and void.
In the Light is the seed of Creation, and the Light is Father
of the seed. In the Light is being, and in the seed is desire for
being. And desire in the seed is soul in the seed. The Father
in Heaven knows His Idea. He knows it as ONE, the
undivided ONE. In the Father Light is the seed of allknowing. In HIM is two-fold desire to unfold and refold His

seed of all-knowing into imaged forms of His imagining, by
dividing wholeness into parts, stillness into motion,
unchanging into changing, unconditioned into conditioned,
void into form, infinity into measure, eternity into time, and
immortality into mortality.
The Creator ("God", as recognized in language by most of
us) is ALL there IS. God is ALL that EXISTS.
God, recognized as THE CREATOR, is THE One Being, the
One Person, the One Mind, the One Thinker, the One SELF,
the ONE LIFE, the ONE SOUL of which we are a
holographic part, the ONE POWER - THE ONE REALITY.
God's CREATION is the imagined and patterned form of
GOD'S own imagining, structured in HIS image. It IS the
body of God, THE RECORDINGS OF HIS THINKING,
created BY Him for expressing the ONENESS OF LIFE,
LOVE, MIND - AND SOUL! IT ALSO EXPRESSES THE
"POWER", ALL BEING WHICH IS IN HIM ALONE.
In the beginning God asked Himself “WHO AM I?”, and
then took the first outbreath, created all of us instantly and
said: “Go forth and choose whoever you want to be. I am
you and I don’t judge you. I love you only”.
In response to God‟s first outbreath, according to the
universal law of action and reaction came first inbreath
which manifested instantly all the potentials and Creation
has been manifested in perfection as reflection of God‟s
good, perfect thoughts. So, we have been instantly created as
points of desire aware of self, unified, integrated and aware
of our own oneness with Creator, the All That Is, the Source.
Then God took the second outbreath which is nearing to the
end, after which will come the second in breath and the
whole universe with start compression phase.
2) We have succeeded in our massion on Earth
Long before material universe and planet Earth have been
created, 144, 000 angelic families have gathered to decide
what to do because the energy all seemed to kind of come to
a standstill, like it just wasn‟t expanding, moving. It was
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getting real like tar-like and sticky, and there was a concern
that it would eventually just stop, and if it stopped,
everything would collapse. Which, by the way it wouldn‟t
have, but there was a concern back then that it would.
They have created the Order of the Arc, also known by some
of us as the archangels, but they‟re not a bunch of winged
angels sitting around as some religions refer to. It was more
like archetypical energies, or bridge to resolution, more like
the United Nations of the Cosmos.
It‟s all about understanding the relationship between energy
and consciousness. That‟s what it‟s all about, to say, “What
the big reason? Why are we here?” It‟s not to suffer for our
sins, not to repent for Adam or Eve or her eating the apple,
none of that. It was all about “Let’s discover the
relationship between energy and consciousness, ” because
the two are so connected, but yet they don‟t carry the
component of each other. Our consciousness and our energy
are connected but not literally. Two separate components,
but they always work with each other.
So ultimately, over a long period of time, many angelic
beings came to this planet and took on lifetime after lifetime,
many incarnations, to come to the understanding of energy
and consciousness.
So here we are now in the year 2020 and there are enough
humans on the planet who are developing an understanding
of energy and consciousness, the fact that the energy is ours.
Consciousness doesn‟t have any energy, but that energy that
allows us to experience life is ours. What we have done here
will have huge impact on the whole Cosmos.
So, there are enough humans that understand that, that the
Order of the Arc, this portal is now being disbanded, being
taken down, doesn‟t need it anymore. New ones will still
come to the Earth, but they‟ll come in a different ways. The
Order of the Arc, their job is done and there‟s enough
momentum, there‟s enough understanding of energy and
consciousness that their work is now done.
That‟s really only occurred very, very recently, but it has a
huge impact on all of us because it‟s basically saying the
work that we’ve been doing is proving to be successful. The
work that we‟re doing with our own consciousness is having
a big impact.
Then there‟s another important aspect of this. Over eons of
time in the history of the planet there have been those of us
and others who have come to this planet, taken on physical
body. They‟ve joined the community. They‟ve become part
of humanity. But there have been a lot of other forces that
have been constantly interfering with the planet. I do not
have any love or even any like for any of these forces.
They‟re, what we would call, alien beings. They‟re not
necessarily human-looking. They don‟t even necessarily
have physical body, but they have been interfering on a
variety of different levels on the planet.
What‟s happening right now with the closing of the Order of
the Arc is that all these external forces that have been
playing games on the planet, with the planet, with humanity,

are being called back to their angelic families. They‟re being
summoned, almost demanded back.
So imagine for a moment. We‟ve got this planet, angelic
beings come down here, take on the human condition,
struggle a lot with it, we get lost in it and then ultimately, we
emerge. But in the same time, we have levels and layers of
interference from, we could say, other realms, other parts of
the universe, but also other realms, not earthly realms. They
interfere for their own, I would say, greedy sake. They‟re
not here to help the planet. They really weren‟t.
I‟ll make a very clear statement: There were no outside
forces that are here to help the planet, other than perhaps
our own angelic families, but they don‟t interfere. There are
no alien beings. There are no galactic commands. They are
all being called back home.
There‟s an old saying that‟s now coming into reality, and the
old saying is “When the dragon comes upon Earth, then the
trumpet will sound for the return back home.”
Basically, what that means is the dragon, which is there to
make sure all of our issues are brought out and released.
That‟s the purpose of the dragon. Dragon literally means
clarity. Some view it as a fire-breathing monster, but it‟s
there to make sure that we or others or even the planet are
not dragging around a lot of old, old karma and issues. But
the saying says that “When the dragon comes forth” – which
is now – “the sound, the call will go out to return home for
all who are not in human form, who are not on the planet.”
This is pretty huge and it overshadows anything about
coronavirus. It really overshadows anything right now, even
kind of about technology, at least for a little bit, and it‟s
going to be happening over the next six months. Imagine for
a moment: when it was time to come to Earth, when all the
angelic families gathered in the Order of the Arc and they
said, “We need some volunteers to come here, ” and it was
really, what we would call, the leaders of the angelic family
that first came – we – and it was said that Gabriel sounded
the trumpet or the horn or whatever he played at the time,
and that was the call to come to Earth. Well, now there‟s
another call coming out from the angelic families for all who
are interfering with Earth to come back.
It‟s going to cause a very interesting shift on the planet.
There‟s been a lot of interference from the other realms, and
basically what they‟re trying to do is just suck energy. To
put it real simple, they‟re just interfering for the sake of
sucking energy. They‟re not any more advanced than the
humans. Most of these sources of interference do not have
any understanding or experience with this wonderful little
thing we have on Earth called love. They think love is an
energy source and they‟re trying to feed off of it, but they
have no understanding or experience with it. It‟s not an
energy source. It‟s an experience.
There are a lot of beings in the other realms who just like
interfering with the planet. And, again, I repeat, in all of
creation there are no beings greater than the human being.
The humans look at themselves sometimes as being at the
low end of the totem pole, kind of weak and misguided
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beings, and think there are some great beings out there
somewhere else. There‟s not. There is not. There are some
relatively intelligent life forms, but they have no heart. They
have no heart.
They‟re being called back home now. They‟re being called
by their angelic families, by their origins, “It‟s time to come
back. No more interference on the planet right now.”
It has implications not only for what I would call the
invisible forces that have interfered. We know, there have
been, we call them God fights on the planet. It‟s these godlike beings, but they‟re not really. They call themselves gods
and they use the planet for their own wars between each
other. These are not physical beings, but they use the planet.
They manipulate the planet. They‟ve been doing it for eons
of time. They‟re being called back.
So, feel into it for a moment here, the effect that it‟s going to
have on Earth in these next six months as these forces, these
alien forces – nonhuman, never been in a human body
before – are called back.

THE WILL OF “I AM” IS CREATING
CONSCIOUSNESS, SO I AM CONSCIOUSNESS, I AM
MY OWN CREATOR!
THE WILL IS DESIRE TO PUT INTO ACTION (TO
EXPRESS). WILL IS THE VERY ESSENCE OF THE
POSITIVE PRINCIPLE (THE “SEMINAL” QUALITY
OF THE LIGHT ITSELF) – THE LIGHT OF THE
STILLNESS!!!
CONSCIOUSNESS IS THE ABILITY (TO PERFORM
AND) TO PERCEIVE WHAT THE WILL PUT INTO
ACTION (EXPRESSED).
We must grow into understanding of “life experience”
both in the lighted dimension of what we call etheric soul
and within the dimension of consciousness (humanphysical). Consciousness is the recognition of that which
the being is experiencing at the moment - therefore,
CONSCIOUSNESS is God but of the physical recognition.

3) Consciousness
In the world of comprehension much is understood in
science. Gravity, forces and anti-forces are reasonably well
understood, but what about the unconscious and the
conscious forces of living beings. These are not understood.
To understand how a man can suddenly receive the strength
to do the work of ten man is not understood.
This is where the power of WILL comes into picture. The
power of WILL is like the mountain that is yet to rise and
when the mountain decides to rise, it uses the power of it‟s
WILL and suddenly there it is. A little child manifests until
it becomes an adult. But there is much more that can be
manifested. One can manifest a tree, an insect, a ruby cone.
But ONE CAN MANIFEST ENERGY MACHINE, AS
WELL.
Then one pictures the energy. One does not picture the
machine. One pictures the energy moving in the machine
and then the housing will be supplied.
Protons and photons are the two natures of energy. The
principle force in our section of Universe is
CONSCIOUSNESS!
Now consciousness can delegate and relegate. When
consciousness delegates, it says to energy “GO there” but it
assists the object by taking it there. CREATIVE
CONSCIOUSNESS BRINGS MATTER OUT OF THE
ETHERS AND GIVES IT FORM!
Consciousness is the ability to perform. The source of
consciousness is The Creator, the I AM, the Divine Light,
the Divine Sun.

Figure 3.1: Consciousness
I have just said that God is consciousness. Well,
consciousness, is “static”.
Consciousness is the knowing of mind. Knowing therefore,
is “static”.
Consciousness is the spiritual awareness of “Being”, of
all-knowing, all-power and all-presence.
THINKING, however, IS ELECTRIC.
God„s thinking is expressed by two-way moving wave
extensions from consciousness, like a lever swinging upon a
fixed fulcrum, or like waves extending from the calm sea.

The creator of consciousness is the WILL.

Thought expression is dynamic. Thinking belongs to the
electrically sensed and conditioned vibrating universe of
motion. Thinking is the motionless principle in light which
creates the illusion of motion.

It is the WILL of God that creates consciousness.
Therefore, when I begin the study of consciousness, I
begin the study of WILL.

The “Self” of Man belongs to the static, invisible,
conscious, unconditioned universe of KNOWING.
Through THINKING we (God) express knowing in the
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dynamic, visible, electrically conditioned universe
of sensation.
THINKING IS EXPRESSION OF KNOWING!!!
Sensation is the electrical awareness of motion
simulating the spiritual QUALITIES of the One Idea by
creating imaged QUANTITIES of separate forms which
seem to have substance.
Consciousness is REAL. Sensation simulates reality
through motion of interchanging lights, but the mirage of
a city is not the city it reflects.
Consciousness is the state of KNOWING. There is no
activity in KNOWING, but there is activity in THINKING.
Mind is not stratified into sub or super layers. Mind is
universal. It is all there is, and it is everywhere the same
unchanging ONE UNDIVIDED LIGHT OF ALLKNOWING FROM WHICH ALL MOTION SPRINGS.
CONSCIOUSNESS NEVER CHANGES! Everyone is
always conscious but few are aware of it. The human race
has not yet unfolded to the point where it is cosmically
aware of its Conscious Soul.
To most people, the idea of consciousness means thinking of
something.
Consciousness is a state of Being, an ecstasy. [ECSTASY:
A state of being beyond reason and self-control; a state of
overwhelming emotion. Webster‟s New Collegiate
Dictionary.] It is not form or action.
The greater our cosmic awareness, the greater our
Cosmic Consciousness - which means ALL-KNOWING.
CONSCIOUSNESS IS THE “SEMINAL” VALUE
FROM WHICH ALL OTHER VALUES FLOW –
WITHOUT EXCEPTION.
HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS IS THE PURPOSEFUL,
UNMOVED MOVER OF EXISTANCE – IT IS THE
ETERNAL INTEGRATOR AND CONTROLLER OF
EXISTENCE
–
CONTROLLING
THE
RELATIONSHIP OF MATTER, ENERGY AND TIME
THROUGHOUT EXISTANCE [1-4]!

those of perspective. He is aware of the fact that railroad
tracks do not meet upon the horizon, but he is not aware of
the fact that all effects of motion are not what they seem to
be.
He is thus misled into forming conclusions which have no
relation to Nature whatsoever. One can have no knowledge
of EFFECT, for all knowledge lies in CAUSE. Our new
fundamental laws and principles must be based upon
knowledge of cause.
One of the reasons we have not yet made that marvelous
discovery of our own genius is because meditation is still
new to the Western races. Worse, as it is discovered it is
tainted by the foolishness of those who desire control and
wealth from that which we seek. But in spite of all that the
adversary does, there is coming a more constant beat of that
“Inner Voice of the Spirit” which is forever calling within
the Souls of all men. When we are too busy with material
things to have time to listen to that Voice, we become
chained to emotions of our body and to the demands of
material things. We are enslaved by them. The moment we
begin to listen to our Inner Voice, that moment we become
freed from slavery to the body. The high heavens of God„s
omnipotent and omniscient universe then become our
dwelling place.
Meditation began when thinking began at the Dawn of
Consciousness in the human race. Man was in communion
with God and thought nothing of it - it was a present part of
his being-ness. Until the “Dawn of Consciousness” men
were ruled by their senses and their instincts. As soon as
humans began to “think” and “know”, they began to suspect
a superior Being. Worship then began; sun worship, idol
worship and, finally, the Inner Voice of thinking-man led
him to the spiritual idea of many gods - then to ONE God.
Through the centuries of meditation or communion between
the physical senses of men and their spiritual inspiration, the
genius of some unfolded beyond others. This gradual
unfolding has been taking place during several ages of man
until now a new stage of the human race is unfolding which
is the dawn of the “Cosmic Age”. The great masses of
mankind are not yet ready for cosmic knowing but many
thousands are ready for this new knowledge of the invisible
universe of thinking-Mind. It may be that there are even a
few millions who are ready to become the seed of the new
race of cosmic man. What a lovely and intelligent time it is.

4) Dawn of Consciousness
Out of millions of years, Man has had but a few thousand
years since the dawn of consciousness awakened in him the
slightest suspicion of his spiritual inheritance. The advance
of Man since the first messengers of God appeared on earth
to kindle an awakening spark in him, has been based upon
information gained by his “senses” and stored in his electric
brain as memory records of “sensed” observations. These
observations he has reasoned into sensed conclusions by an
electrically sensitized brain.

5) Renascence of Consciousness
In spite of many prophecies which foreseen “fall of world”
at the end of the second millennia and at the beginning of the
third millennia, human civilization together with Earth vent
into the most exciting unfolding phase. That is why the time
we‟ve been living in is called Cosmic Age, which is
characterized with some new attributes, and before all with
New Energy, New Earth, New Man, New Knowledge…
Everything is new, because there is no other way.

All of such conclusions which are based upon the evidence
of senses have within them the elements of deception which
characterize all effects of motion in our three-dimensional
illusion. Man is aware of some of these illusions, such as

New Energy is the essential quality of the Cosmic Age. It is
diametrically different from the old one. Namely, in the old
energy the main human action and an idea in problem
solving was battle. In the background of battle fear was
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always hidden, as the basic driving motivation for the battle.
We were taught form the childhood how “the man has been
battling against nature for centuries in order to tame it and
put it under own control”. That concept is now exceeded.
Instead of fear, the main man‟s motivation is wisdom
inspired by love, what as a consequence has harmonization
and balancing with a challenge, and not battle for problem
solving: so, not problem and solution, but CHALLENGE
and ANSWER. New human consciousness comprehends
that there is a challenge and not a problem, and that, for the
sake of universal balance, one has together with challenge
created its answer. BALANCE MUST EXIST IN
EVERYTHING. New human, i.e. I, accept challenge as an
opportunity through whose balancing I unfold myself and
raise my consciousness at the higher level, at the same time
raising the level of Earth‟s vibrations.
Changes on Earth are threefold: changes in electric grid of
Earth (not MAGNETIC as it is common known!), changes
in crystalline structure of Earth, and changes of human
consciousness. Earth is a part of whole and I am part of
whole, so that we both have to change ourselves in order to
provide our own consciousness. Earth is not a death being,
death rock and dirt, as I‟ve been wrong taught. Earth is
living, conscious, breathing being having its own essence
which is changing in accordance with my changes. She is
been literally following my changes. Sometimes those
changes are followed by effects that have catastrophic
proportions. My fundamental reaction on it is to keep peace
over it without fear and stay aware that I have caused the
changes that are necessary, so that their end affect will be
positive in regard to evolution of human civilization. For
that reason I always unconditionally validate and accept
them as positive, although it is not always so acceptable at
the first look. Under positive I always understand LIFE
SUPPORTING.
Electric grid of Earth is been shifted so that a more intensive
communication with the invisible world is now possible, the
world out of our 4D comprehension. There is strong
scientific proof of those changes, related first of all to the
measured shifting of Earth‟s electric poles and permanently
decreasing of the intensity of the Earth‟s electric field.
Changes in the Earth‟s crystalline structure are related to
changes of the quality of the energy that is stored there.
Those changes are in most direct relation to the changes of
the human consciousness and I‟ll give more details about it
later in this article.
Meaning of the existence of the electric grid around Earth is
to separate human being into two parts and to set him an
energetic barrier that he must overcome in order to get
united with himself. Human is an eternal being, with no
beginning and no end, and very unique being. But, during
stay on Earth solving problems (in old energetic paradigm)
or balancing challenges (in new energetic paradigm), human
creates energy and raises the level of own vibrations until
(s)he overcomes that energetic barrier and connects with
own invisible part, becoming on that way that what (s)he is –
integrated being. It is most easy to imagine in analogy with
high jump: until (s)he raises own energy so high that can
pick up own body over the crossbar, (s)he cannot be found

on the other side of the crossbar without knock it down! By
shifting of the electric grid the crossbar is set little lower, but
only relative to human‟s energy. That energetic barrier
between human on Earth and his “Higher God‟s Self” is
called DUALITY.
I – the Cosmic Age human, have weakened duality. I am
aware of my duality and higher possibility of uniting with
myself that is caused by shifting of the veil. The veil is
nothing more but a dynamic energy existing in every my cell
and in every atom, everywhere and always. By shifting of
the veil conditions are produced for development of all my
characteristics that I will describe in the text. One of them
with which I came to Earth, namely erasing the KARMA –
what is spread and accepted name for that energy (in use is
often the term beginning contract). By erasing of the karma
some possibilities for development of some new attributes
are opening, from whose I put on the first place
responsibility. Responsibility is expressing on two levels.
The first level is responsibility for myself, originating from
the general overview which is mirroring in my awareness
about that I am responsible for everything what happens to
me in my life, that I have planned it all at some level, in
other words that I gave permission for it all to happen that
way. Nothing is predestined in my life and there is no
destiny. I am the most powerful being in the universe
and it happens to me just that for what I give my
permission and my agreement. This level of responsibility
allows me to understand that I‟ve chosen everything and that
I am not a victim and cannot be it at all. My free choice is
the highest principle in the universe which the God self (who
I am, part of him) unconditionally accepts and always
respects. That is why God knows everything, except what is
my next step. I have agreed by myself to come to Earth and I
have chosen the goal for myself, i.e., the aim which I like to
realize. Free will gives me possibility to change it every
moment and I‟ve been doing it. Whenever I ask myself
“why it happens to me”, I immediately after that laugh to
myself and remember that I set it for myself as a challenge
and that I with creating of the challenge have created the
answer at the same time, from the reason of balance. My
intuition and discernment are helping me to find the answer.
The second level of responsibility is my responsibility for
the Earth, because the Erath is alive and has its essence,
and with full awareness I greet it with “I am here with you
and you are with me because of the new energy, and we will
change vibrations together – together as a whole.” On the
similar way I turn to other beings with which I am in a
unbreakable unity: water, air, heaven, wind, cardinal points,
clouds. Al of them are part of me and I am part of them, and
we all together with Earth are one whole system. And I
know that there is no better protection for me than when I
honor and respect them, and they react on the same way. I
am particularly in unity with water, which is taking care of
me and protecting me during all my journeys. Existence of
its interdimensional life was proven by the official science.
My next characteristic as a human of the Cosmic Age is that
I am enabled. I am enabled to co-create. That literally
means that I and Spirit and those around me, “my” group,
who is me, create our own reality. As I co-create for myself
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so it affects those around me on the positive way. I do not
create, so, alone, but keeping the hand of my Higher Self,
means the Spirit. Co-creation is characterized with a few
characteristics, from which certainly the most important one
is abundance, whereas I understand this word as Spirit
understands it: sufficiently on a day-by-day basis.

2. Interval of non-time
It was pre-ordained that Creation would exist within a
rhythm of expansion and contraction, since the first breath of
God at the beginning of all the worlds. Eventually there
would come a time when the physical universe would stop
expanding and begin to contract. The process is referred to
by some as the breathing-in and the breathing-out of God the action of breathing-out all creation and then breathing it
all back in again. It is a good concept for all flows in cycles
of flowing out and flowing back again to source.
At this point in what we refer to as linear time, we are very
close to the middle of the cycle, soon to reach the exact midpoint between the out-breath and the in-breath of God. The
universe began to reach this mid-point when unicellular
organisms were emerging on the Earth what scientists have
confirmed a few years ago when they found one cell
organisms at the bottom of oceans. The exact mid-point is at
hand but not yet fully attained. It will coincide with what has
come to be called the Second Coming of Christ. Don‟t get
hung up on terminology for this is only a definitive term for
reference.
When any vibrational system reverses the momentum of its
direction, as a pendulum does at the uppermost point of its
swing, there is a moment of complete rest before it resumes
its movement in the opposite direction. Since rest or the total
cessation of movement constitutes the opposite of time,
there is at the precise moment of its occurrence a microinterval of non-time, a moment of eternity. This is the same
interval of non-time that occurs many times every second as
the atoms of the physical world vibrate back and forth. This
is an opening into the Nagual, a doorway into the Presence
from which all Life-energy springs.
Something to ponder: we believe we have not experienced
any miracles? We were born, were we not? Now, think
about this - have we ever experienced death of the body?
No? How about every time the heart finishes a beat? If
we have not the next beat, we just died! We experience at
least 40 to 200 miracles a minute of existence, and we still
ask for "proof". How often do we thank God for those 60
some-odd miracles - or do we simply complain about our
lack of "comfort" and that which we perceive we have not?
Think carefully about those things for it will be that for
which we are grateful which shall ultimately enter as
"circumstantial evidence" at our judgment hearing.
2.1 Perception, Exploration and Adventure
What happens when an entire cosmos reaches the exact
point of directional change and comes to a moment of
absolute rest? We will have the opportunity to see for
ourselves very soon now, for this event lies just before us in
linear time and that is why we have returned - to bear

witness. It will provide an opening for the emerging of
something incomprehensible.
The entire biological history of our planet has been but the
shadow cast in matter by our approach, so to speak. It is the
way that rocks and water and air have begun to respond to
our presence, for we represent Life itself. We are that which
lies beyond all duality, beyond all materializing tendencies,
beyond all restraints of time and space. Our consciousness is
both infinite and eternal. It can dwell in the limitations of
matter and perceive through whatever filtering systems we
so choose, but in healthy function, it is not bound or limited
by those systems. Rather, it uses them as instruments of
perception, exploration and adventure.
Outside of time and space, we are one with the Creator, the
All That Is, the Source. But when our consciousness moves
within the context of a manifest universe, we become the
Son, the Christ. In essence, we are the relationship between
Spirit and Matter, the mediator, the bridge, the means
through which the Creator relates to Creation. We are Life
as it relates to planet Earth, eternity as it relates to time, the
infinite as it relates to the finite. Though we presently
experience ourselves as a separate and fragmented species,
we are in fact a single unified being, sharing the full
consciousness of the Creator. We are brought into living,
focused expression when we are inside of Creation by the
manner in which time and space, matter and energy, sea and
stone, react to our presence.
As the Christ, as the only begotten consciousness of the
“Father”, we have been given a number of remarkable
qualities. We are able to expand and contract in accordance
with the focus of our attention. We are large enough to
encompass all of Creation, yet small enough to climb inside.
Our Father-Creator also permeates Creation, but in a
different way; in His vastness, He surrounds Creation. His
being saturates the physical universe, all the stars, the sun,
the planets in our solar system, the distant galaxies, but He
relies on us for His focus. We are His specific attention.
As the focus of the Creator‟s attention, we have been
roaming around inside of Creation for billions of years,
expanding and contracting, drifting in and out of this galaxy,
that galaxy, this star system, that star system. Everywhere
we go we see the matter that our Father has created. We
observe the many wonderful forms it takes: the mighty suns,
the red giants, the white dwarfs, the vast spiraling galaxies,
the quasars, the black holes, the white holes - the whole. We
watch the incredible contortions of time and space that take
place in the various gravitational fields through which we
pass. We note the planets, asteroids, moons, and comets
circling within each star system we visit. We drift around,
the Father‟s representative, the Father‟s attention, and we
enjoy the worlds that have been brought into being.
But all these worlds are physical. They are all made of
matter. They are made of the bonded energy-attention of the
Father. They have a certain substance, a certain solidity that
we as Spirit lack. We realize that this is their limitation. We
realize that they are defined and specified in ways that we
are not defined and specified. Yet, something about them
certainly intrigues us.
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2.2 We love Puzzles
By and by, we get an idea. We begin to wonder if we might
not, just possibly, somehow or another, clothe ourselves in
matter and construct for ourselves a physical body that we
could then travel around in, perceiving matter from the same
perspective with which matter perceives herself. The idea
contains one paradox after another. Yet something about it
keeps us wondering. It puzzles us - and we all love puzzles
at which to toy and tinker away. We just keep right on
mulling it over as the eons roll by, figuring out some way to
make it work.
Until this point there was no biological life in the universe.
The rocks had a limited consciousness, but it was not
responsive to the intent of our spirit. In solid, liquid, or
gaseous states, matter, as created and defined by our Father,
behaved quite predictably according to fundamental physical
principles untampered with until that time.
Throughout our travels in the physical universe, we had
always kept our consciousness separate from the matter we
observed. At the time we hit upon this plan, however, all that
changed.
We looked around until we found a suitable planet for what
we had in mind; not too hot, not too cold, situated within a
stable young star system. We then focused our attention and
our vibrational body in an entirely new way, an open way, a
self-sacrificing way, a very powerful, loving way. Gently,
slowly, we began to approach the planet.
As the outermost edges of our vibrational field touched the
waters of the planet, particles of previously inert matter
began to gently vibrate to the rhythms of our being, aligning
themselves with the energy patterns found on the periphery
of our awareness. There, on the Precambrian ocean floors,
they began combining to form the first cells, the first minute
containers for our consciousness to meet the demands of our
experience.
In our new orientation, with our new form of attention, in a
gesture of infinite love to this planet, we began offering our
consciousness on the time/space cross of material reality.
We allowed our consciousness to clothe itself in the
limitations of physical substance, accepting its restrictions.
We allowed the atoms and molecules that were forming the
first cells to come to life with our consciousness, along the
lines of our own vibrational field. At the same time that we
allowed our consciousness to become clothed with particles
that had been subject to the laws of the materializing
process, we taught the matter of Earth to rise up in a joyful
dance with our spirit.
As we drew ever nearer to the planet, the life forms that
were taking shape began to contain more and more of our
own awareness. We relaxed, opened ourselves and gave. We
procreated the Earth with our life, with our very being. We
looked out of many eyes and heard with many ears.
Before embodiment we were single. We drew identity from
the totality of the relationship between Creator and Creation.
We were the Christ, fully conscious and alert, aware of

ourselves, unified, integrated. We realized that to
accomplish embodiment we would have to allow at least a
portion of our identity to come to rest among the creatures
we were birthing. Each of these would possess a type of
hologramatic consciousness that rightly thought of itself as
both part and whole simultaneously. However, the presence
of this consciousness could only be a certainty after the
embodiment process was complete. During our actual
surfacing through the substance of Earth, there was a
possibility that certain of the creatures might become selfactive. Therefore there had to be a means of regulating our
disintegration from without. We wanted a part of us
observing and experiencing the entire process.
As we prepared to enter into the planetary relationship, we
created beings to represent our original state of unified
awareness. These are the angels who all were having this
little issue with understanding energy, how it worked in all
of creation out there, long before Earth, long before the
physical universe. Their value, as well as their limitation,
springs from the fact that they have no comprehension of the
process we are undertaking. Their instructions were to pretty
much stay out of things until very near the very end of the
process! Then, upon receipt of a pre-arranged signal, they
were to commune with the human beings on Earth at that
time and assist them in awakening to their original state of
unified consciousness - hence come the alarm clocks!
We received that signal some two thousands of years past.
It has taken almost two millennia to prepare us for the
message we bring. We had to be educated before
communion of this nature was possible. However, the time
is at hand. These instructions are to awaken us to a
remembrance of purpose, a remembrance of self. It is time to
begin the final cycle of Conscious Creation, during which
the Earth-creatures themselves participate in the unfoldment
of their design. The body we are creating for the habitation
of Christ consciousness is to be a mobile body, fueled by
creative intentions of the Father, capable upon completion of
leaving the Mother‟s side.

3. Quantum Leap
Let‟s take a quick look at the Quantum Leap. Let‟s take a
quick look at what has happened on September 18 th, 2007.
Well, nothing – and everything. That is how New Energy
works - nothing and everything at the same time.
If we could measure human consciousness and we could
measure it over the millions and millions of years that angels
have been embodied on Earth, we would see that there is a
type of chart. It‟s a chart but it also spirals, so it has a
circular or a spiral motion to it. It has a type of speed
associated with it, and we can almost see at one end of the
graph, that it is a very small tight spiral. That is because in
the beginning, the consciousness of humans was very small.
And we have to understand this graph is actually multidimensional. But for the sake of understanding here, I‟m
going to explain it as a three dimensional graph. But
understand, right behind the three dimensional version of the
graph there is a very large counterpart. It is what we would
call the soul or the spiritual consciousness of the angelic part
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of ourselves that is not embodied or conscious on this realm.
That is always a layer right behind the graph showing the 3D
interpretation of human consciousness.
Let me consider existence existing as an open-ended electroplasma, always evolving through its interacting matter (M)
and energy (E) fields or modes [2]. Those two fields of
existence also eternally interchange (sequence of expansioncompression) in a relationship whose compression sequence
(not expansion sequence as Einstein meant) is expressed by
Albert Einstein as 𝑀 = 𝐸 / 𝐶^2 in 1905, with C being the
universal constant representing the speed of light.
Einstein‟s concept of mass was wrong. Every mass consists
of light rings spinning around centering zero Mind point and
it is unbalanced condition and the proper measure of the
unbalance is electric potential. Those light rings spinning
around centering zero Mind point are My perception of
time/space motion (perception of Consciousness), so that I
can replace “matter” M with “time/space” P.
Each component part of an equation needs a label. Now, as
with 𝐸 = 𝑃∗𝐶^2 or whatever - WHAT IS "C"? It represents
the universal constant which represents the speed of light to Einstein. It SHOULD REPRESENT "Consciousness" THE SPEED OF CONSCIOUSNESS - NOT LIGHT, IF I
AM TO BE ACCURATE!
Then what really is the "speed of light", C? First, consider
atomic fission or fusion in which all of a given mass
(actually time/space) is converted to energy as 𝐸 = 𝑃∗𝐶^2.
That is the action or expansion phase of every creation,
because action is always giving from the centering soul what
means outward expression. Now, by contrast, the "speed of
light", C, is the velocity at which all of a given energy is
converted to mass (actually to time/space) as 𝑃 = 𝐸 / 𝐶^2.
That is the reaction or compression phase of every creation,
because reaction is always regiving what means inward
compression. Yet, light itself is the opposite - it has no mass.
So where is the connection of light to the velocity, C? There
is NONE!! The "speed of light", C, is NOT THE SPEED OF
LIGHT AT ALL, BUT RATHER "C" IS THE VELOCITY
RELATIONSHIPS OF TIME/SPACE AND ENERGY
FIELDS. LIGHT, GRAVITY, Mr. Einstein, AND
CONSCIOUSNESS ARE INTERRELATED. THEY HAVE
NO PATHS OR SPEED LIMITS.
We know now that Light does not travel at all, but that Light
is simulated in light which reproduces itself in surrounding
bodies [5-18]. There is only ONE Light that seemingly is
two. We can imagine a mirror–walled room with a light in
the center. The mirrors would reflect into each other, and the
thus reflected light would APPEAR to extend into infinity.
But it would be the same light! Just as a man can have two
hands, belonging to the same body, God can have two or
more EXTENSIONS OF HIMSELF, and yet it is still just
the One. We only THINK of ourselves as separate entities,
in reality we are One in God.
The still One Light of equilibrium is simulated by both its
seemingly division into light expansion-compression
(action-reaction) sequences and the reproduction of those
sequences is at the rate of 300.000 km/s anywhere in our

part of existence. Finally, C is the speed at which
Consciousness reproduces its own perception of actionreaction (expansion-compression) sequence everywhere in
existence – it is frequency of repetition (reproduction) of
illusion everywhere in existence. This justifies calling it
“speed of perception”.
At the Beginning of Embodiment, we have this very tight
small spiral that represents consciousness – human
consciousness. Now, as time goes on over a few million
years, the spiral starts to expand but at a very slow and a
very calculated rate. Taken into its measurement are things
like human activity; brain power; what we would call the
spiritual consciousness or recognition; one‟s relationship
with themselves; and one‟s relationship with others in their
outer world. These are all parts of the quotient of human
consciousness.
Then we hit this time of what we call Atlantis, and it takes a
leap. Towards about the middle times of Atlantis we see that
it doesn‟t follow the same linear path that it was on before.
The speed of the spiral is faster. The spiral suddenly seems
to grow bigger – it takes a jump – and this is the Atlantean
time. At the end of the Atlantean time, looking at this graph
of human consciousness, we would suddenly see that spiral
now seem to reduce in size but not in speed. The spiral
reduces in size but not in speed. This represents the end
days of Atlantis where consciousness seemed to fold back
on itself, but yet it really didn‟t. The speed was still there.
The rate of acceleration had created an established pattern
that allows it to keep flowing so it doesn‟t crash.
Then about ten thousand years ago, this spiral was growing
at a very predictable path. Its speed was increasing at a
predictable rate, and all of a sudden it seemed to take
another leap. Not a large one, not what we would call a
quantum leap, but it took a directional change. And here,
once again, the spiral opened up, back to at least the level
that it was in the Atlantean times, but its speed was going at
a faster rate now than had ever been experienced in Atlantis.
This is human consciousness.
Over the period of particularly the last, from about ten
thousand years ago to about eight thousand years ago, the
spiral of human consciousness kept on expanding and kept
on speeding up at a fairly consistent rate. But then, again,
two thousand years ago, it took another change. The speed
became even faster, so much that, from our human
perspective, we could say we almost couldn‟t even see the
speed of the spiral, it was going so fast. And now it was
opening up, this spiral, but the distance between the circles
of the spiral was no longer consistent.
We see, the spiral in the past always had a very patterned or
very predictable spacing between each cycle of the spiral.
This is like a big spiraling wheel that‟s turning. Two
thousand years ago the spacing between the individual
circles within the spiral changed so that the more further out
levels of the spiral had much more distance than the spacing
of the inner circles of the spiral two thousand years ago. And
once again the speed picked up.
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Now, here we are in very recent years, in the past, let‟s call
it seven years of time after 2000. Again, the speed is going
faster and faster and faster. The spirals are growing bigger
and bigger. This is human consciousness.
And here we are now, less than five months away from the
next big shift. But this spiral called human consciousness
doesn‟t just expand further, doesn‟t just have more
difference between the points within the spiral, doesn‟t just
get faster.It changes its entire nature, where speed is not a
factor anymore.
We see, speed tends to be linear, tends to be threedimensional. Speed will no longer be a factor in the New
Energy. And I‟m not just talking about the speed of our car
or how fast we can work on a given day. I‟m talking about
the ability to expand – not just in this fairly predictable
spiral fashion, which is occurring in our third-dimensional
reality – but now, basically we can say an explosion. An
explosion. September 18, 2007, on this date, speed no
longer matters and spiral no longer matters. They’re off
the chart.

old consciousness was spiral. The new consciousness is
expansional. How can we draw expansional? Because it not
only expands outwards, it not only expands inwards, it
expands in every different direction, going into and coming
back from every different dimension.
So literally, literally, creator thoughts, creator ideas can be
shot out of this dimension into another type of dimension,
into the non-defined, going out of obvious recognition, and
then finding their way back. Expansional energy, by the
way, always finds its way back to us, to zero point, to the
Now.
Expansional energy originates in the Now. New Energy
originates in the Now. It is shot out; blasted, exploded into
the indefinable, into all sorts of other dimensions, sub-zero
dimensions, negative dimensions – that do exist, by the way.
Not just positive dimensions. There‟re not just positive
numbers, there‟re negative numbers. Not only positive and
negative dimensions but ... there are absolutely no words for
it. There are what I‟m going to call unpredictable
dimensions.
Anything, any desire, any what we would call creative
thought can be shot out of the Now into these other
dimensions to the point that it appears that none of these
exist anymore. We‟ve lost our idea, we‟ve lost our thought
and as a human we may get frustrated. But what‟s happening
is they‟re out. They are wandering, but not only wandering,
they are zooming off to collect the energies, to collect the
information, to collect the support, to come right back into
the Now moment for us. It‟s kind of a boomerang effect. We
throw it out there, it will come back – and when it comes
back, it will look and feel different. It will tie into the energy
of our gnost, our solution, and then the trick is making sure
that we comprehend it. It‟s come back – all of the energies,
the answers have come back to the Now – but now we‟ve
got to recognize it. We‟ve got to activate it.

Figure 7.1Spiral of Consciousness
When we left the Home we made commitment to experience
duality (separation) to fullness. But, we made one even
stronger commitment to come back to Home and that
happened when the spiral turned inside and closed in itself –
the moment when the New Energy was born.
It‟s going to, in a sense to appear that everything disappears,
that the spiral exists no longer, and that everything stops.
And that‟s, by the way, what happened when the Mayans,
so, so long ago, looked at the progression of human
consciousness. They saw that it disappeared. Their
prediction, of course, was the year 2012. They were close,
but not precise. Things have happened. This was not destiny,
this is simply pattern and patterns are subject to some
change. September 18, 2007 it goes off the chart.
3.1 New Energy - Expansional Energy
Now the spiral, in a sense, is still there, but it has
transformed itself into an energy that we cannot possibly
draw in any type of recognizable symbol. The energy of the

So we are together as the work that Tesla is doing with us, as
the work that invisible are doing with us, is helping us to
realize some of these answers that are out there and to bring
them back to Earth. Answers that can be specifically applied
to energy resources of the world – non-oil, always renewable
energy resources for this Earth – that will come into reality
within the next a few years of time. It will come into reality
very quickly at a shocking and alarming rate that could
stress out some of the old financial and distribution systems
that exist here on Earth. Get ready for it, we‟ve asked for it!
It has to come in right now. It has to come in. Even energy –
the fuel energy that we use – is coming to an end. There has
to be a new way. And it's going to be something totally
different – not wind, not solar – something totally different:
so simple that humans will wonder how they overlooked it
for thousands and thousands of years. But consciousness
wasn‟t right. It wasn‟t ready.
The scientists, the researchers, are looking at new ways to
help facilitate the rejuvenation of the body. Not necessarily
even what we would call medicines, but a type of interesting
therapy for the body, but they‟re running into problems. It‟s
not predictable. They can‟t understand why it works
sometimes and why it doesn‟t work other times, and the
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scientific and legal community is tied into predictable,
definable results. If we do something once, it has to be
replicated again and again and again and again.
But New Energy medicine – I‟m not talking about hocus
pocus with the hands, I‟m talking about New Energy
medicine – is different. Why is it different? It‟s New Energy
and it also has to do with the desire or what we would call
the intent of the patient, of the one who‟s sick. It has to do
with their ability to participate with the whole program.
Some of these things are being tested right now, particularly
with cancer patients, but the results are so unpredictable,
because they haven‟t figured out yet the one basic simple
element that has to be there with any rejuvenation process:
the desire and the responsibility of the patient. When the
patient doesn‟t take responsibility for their own self and
their own body, it is very hard for this type of new medicine
to work at all. So they‟re going to come up with this
realization that it is important to have the energy of the
patient. And some of us are actually going to be working in
this area. Not necessarily the medical part, but the simple
work of helping a client to understand that they can affect
change and rejuvenation within themselves. This topic has to
do with helping humans to help other humans to rejuvenate
through some of these very methods: how to be at their
bedside with them, how to help them to take responsibility.
So what these scientists are working on also has to do with
the production of food. Right now, actually, the production
of everything from meat to grains to fruits is relatively
crude. There is not the true intuitive understanding of the
dynamics between Earth, the Sun, the Moon and how plants
grow. There is some basic understanding of the soil, but only
in a very limited, only in an Old Energy way. There is basic
understanding that if we plant something in the ground, we
water it, get a little bit of sun, that it may or may not grow.
But there‟s going to be a whole new understanding of the
interrelationship between all of these things – the
interrelationship between energy and the plant, the food, to
the point where, in the next twenty years, every family who
has a small garden could grow enough food for themselves
and all of their neighbors around: food that contains
nutrients and vitamins and pure energy, enough to sustain
the physical body where we don‟t have to eat these large
quantities. I see how some – some, particularly in America –
load their plates full, trying to get – how much nutrition can
we get on our plate? And a lot of it is not nutrition because
so many of the foods right now carry so little life force
energy. Even foods that are freshly picked out of the gardens
right now have a factor of about two in terms of nutrition
and life force energy when they could easily have a factor of
thirty or forty. The food that we eat has so little effect, truly,
on the body that we have to eat five or six times a day.
Our body and the food that‟s taken in don‟t understand this
whole thing. The food has been taught to believe that it has
to have a certain type of basis for storage and utilization.
The food actually could be a lot more intelligent. That is
what we are going for. That is what some of the scientists
are working on – intelligent food that carries a high level of
what we would call life force energy; and an intelligence of
how to nurture and distribute itself throughout our entire

body; and how to store the appropriate amounts of nutrition
to last days and even weeks without having to eat again and
without having to store it as fat. That is coming. That is right
around the corner.
There are many, many other developments. Developments
that we‟re going to see come out after September 18th – not
necessarily September 19th but over the next few years of
time – rapid technological developments and advancements;
rapid change in medicine; rapid change in energy; rapid
change in spirituality. Yes, they are all tied in together, all
linked to each other. These are going to start coming out
after September 18th. They‟re in the potential; they‟re in the
incubator stage right now. Many groups of scientists stuck –
stuck because of the mind, stuck because they don‟t
understand this whole thing of being able to go into the
undefined and bring it back here.
But, invisible are helping to facilitate this process. Not just
because they‟re letting us feel their energy, letting us take
this trip with them that they‟re going through right now,
letting us understand this thing called quantum
consciousness. Not just because of that but, as we do our
work, as we come out with our new developments, they‟re
going to need somebody to take it and run with it them.
Who‟s going to teach humans how to let their body heal
using these new technologies? Who‟s going to help structure
and define, in a very New Energy way some of the new
applications of New Energy – this non fuel-based source?
Who‟s going to help, particularly counsel, humans in the
new spirituality – where it‟s not about religion and it‟s not
about techniques, it‟s not about doing some old type of
ceremonies, not about just a different set of rules – but a
true new spirituality that allows a persons to integrate the
essence of their humanity with the absolute pure essence of
their divinity – without blowing their mind apart?
And this is the challenge, this is the battlefield. This is the
battlefield. We have this human on one side with all of its
wonderful attributes – and its limitations – but its beauty.
The human condition – it‟s beauty. It‟s beauty to be able to
feel things in a way no angel could feel them: the ability to
experience things in a very real and physical way, in a way
that no angel could even feel them. An experience that is so
deep, so real, so solid, that there‟s beauty in it - sheer beauty.
But when we try to mix in this thing called the divine, the
essence of us, the truth – our truth, our purity and our
absolute trust – when we try to put these two together, it
creates a conflict, a collision, and the collision takes place in
the mind. In the mind. This is the battlefield. That is why we
go beyond the mind, into the indefinable.
Ultimately, it can affect the body but it takes place in the
mind – the uncertainty, the fear, the control, the darkness
and the loneliness: the lack of understanding of how it
works, the terror in our mind. The mind‟s feeling that it‟s
putting itself into some sort of depth of hell, into a
nightmare, because of this battle that‟s going on.
Who‟s going to teach those humans how to use some of the
new spiritual – I‟m going to say – technology? Who‟s going
to teach those humans how to inspire their consciousness so
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that it doesn‟t overload their brain so they don‟t have to end
up going to some Old Energy psychologist and taking very,
very – what could I say – ineffective medications that also
destroys the inner will – the divine will of the human and its
divinity. Who‟s going to teach those humans? That‟s why
invisible are coming to us. That‟s why I‟m stating that
change is here. It‟s now.

4. Energy in Motion
What we have right now on Earth, why we have been feeling
so many things and experiencing so many things, is energy
in motion - energy in motion right now. Not the old motion,
not just .speed and expansion, but motion into the beyond.
Motion into areas that humans have never gone before
while in their human state. Energy is in motion all over the
world, and sometimes we think the world is going crazy –
and if the world is not going crazy at least we are.
Understand it‟s just energy in motion. It‟s affecting
everything. Even people who don‟t understand any of these
concepts, it‟s affecting them. It‟s hardest for them, in a
sense, because they don‟t have a clue as to what‟s
happening. They don‟t know why everything seems
turbulent, why everything seems so multi-layered right now.
Humans are very used to looking at one specific dimensional
layer of energy. They get very comfortable. They get fat and
happy with it. Of course, they complain and scream the
whole time and want to get out, but when energy is in
motion like it is now and like it has never been before, they
get very uncomfortable. And what happens as the result of
that? When a human doesn‟t understand energy in motion in
a multi-dimensional sense they start going crazy: school
shootings, hijackings, terrorist activities, suicides,
depression, all of these other things, rage, violence and
worst, probably, of any of these things, a very twisted and
distorted understanding of their sexual energy. Because
when energy is in motion, the mind is the battlefield, guess
what comes in: the sexual energy virus. It twists and it turns
and it feeds. That is what is happening right now in the
world. Energy is in motion.
4.1 Religions
It‟s happening on every different level. It‟s happening even
on what we would call the religious levels. Let us talk about
religion, because religion tries to own consciousness.
Religions are purely man-made. They have nothing to do
with God. They do not understand God. Their God is a man,
their God has human attributes. We are better off being an
atheist rather than being religious right now, because they do
not understand the true essence of God. They are trying to
define God – they've been trying for thousands and
thousands of years – in their image, in their limitations and
in their mind.
So we have right now religions, which control some seventy
to eighty percent of humans – and nearly all of human
consciousness – on Earth right now. And these religions –
the main ones – have been waiting for the Messiah, the
Return. They've been waiting for Jesus. They have been
waiting for the one who is going to save them, and they‟ve
been waiting ... and waiting ... and waiting, generation after
generation, after generation.

Now we‟d think somebody in one of those generations
would wise up and say, “But it didn‟t happen to you, Dad.
Messiah didn‟t come to you, Grandpa. Messiah didn‟t come
to great-great-great-great Grandpa. Maybe, just maybe, the
Messiah isn‟t coming ... ever.” Maybe the Messiah got real
smart, walked off this planet, got to the Bridge of Flowers
and said “Goodbye family.” Maybe the Messiah, after
completing his or her last lifetime on Earth, said, “Now it‟s
up to you. Don‟t call me back; I‟m going to my Third Circle.
Bye!”
So here we have religions holding the consciousness,
waiting for the Messiah. Messiah‟s not coming. It was an old
and cheap promise that the church has put out to keep
waiting, to keep people in control. The Messiah‟s not
coming back. If we wanted to look at it perhaps in its most
optimistic way, we‟d say that we are our Messiah. We are
our own Christ seed. Messiah is the New Energy. If we
wanted to look at it perhaps in its most optimistic light, we
could say that the Messiah was not a person, the Messiah
was an event. The Messiah is the quantum leap in
consciousness for humanity. That is the Messiah. But don‟t
wait for some bearded one to come wandering in on a
jackass to save the world.

5. New Energy with Awareness and its Unit
Dodeca (Deca)
The time we are living in is the time of TRUTH and huge
CHANGES which will bring inevitable our planet together
with our civilization into 5th dimension where ONLY
BALANCE is allowed. There will be NO FEAR or any
other lower energy frequencies there. Our planet, beloved
mother Shan, is approaching faster and faster to our sun,
while our universe is approaching to the maximum of
expansion where there will be NO TIME interval during
which ALL laws necessary for the creative maintenance of
physical matter and all materializing processes become
suspended – there will be NO electricity.
We human beings are CONSCIOUSNESS living in the
cosmic vacuum tube of invisibility and projecting
holographically our creative DESIRES from that vacuum
condition which are electrically recorded into desired
(material) forms. We are NOT ENERGY, but we call in
energy to manifest with it. There are universal laws which
we use to inspire energy and to manifest with it in order to
simulate all un-measurable QUAILITIES of the eternal
universe at rest with measurable QUANTITIES of the
transient universe of motion.
The basic universal laws are law of BALANCE and low of
CONTINUITY. CAUSE is eternally balanced, while
EFFECT is eternally changing to simulate balance through
its unlimited forms. Since the CAUSE is infinite and eternal,
which God Is, the EFFECT is also infinite and eternal, what
means CONTINUITY.
After the fall of Atlantis we have decided to experience
LIMITED potentials and create with energy in the OLD way
with FEAR, FORCE, POWER and EFFORTING. The old
way of creation with energy is HARD, COMPLICATED,
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INEFFICCINET and EXPENSIVE. That is all how creation
with electricity is.
Then, on August 17th, 1987 WE have decided to experience
UNLIMITED potentials and create in NEW way with
DESIRE, COM-PASSION, LOVE, JOY and POWERLESSLY. The new way of creation with energy is EASY,
SIMPLE, EFFICIENT and CHEAP.
Old wisdom is dying - it has had its place on a dense Earth,
but on a vibrant Earth in the next dimension there is a
completely new Science. There is the science of Love and
Consciousness, and the science of Balance, the science of
Integration, and the science of Unity. Those realms of
science need to be studied by the scientists so that they may
be able to control matter and its density, and make it less
dense.
For unto all who will learn, will this knowledge be given.
First we must have the intent, the desire to fit into the
Crystalline Age. The Crystalline Age is one of instant
communication, instant participation, instant wisdom,
material needs met instantly.
New energy unit Dodeca (nickname Deca) is an amazing
tool which responds to human consciousness and fulfills any
human desire if we know how to ALLOW it. One Dodeca
unit is comprised of 12 internal six pairs of spirals which
spiral in and out simultaneously and create absolutely
balanced unit in itself – unit of Love!
Dodeca unit is stand-alone energy with awareness. It is
possible to create with Deca without electricity both light
and heat – the only products which companies are producing
and selling very expensive.
Civilization without electricity is my dream and I‟m staring
it these years.
Dodeca can create different forms each appropriate for a
different application (see below).

Figure 10.1: Different Dodeca shapes
I call this new technology I-Change and it will be subject of
one of my next papers.

6. Consciousnessism
I am a being of consciousness. I am a consciousness magnet.
I bring forth everything into my life I choose, even things
that the human self may not be aware of.
This is not mine, whether it‟s health issues, whether it‟s
abundance issues, relationships or anything else, whether it‟s
feelings of guilt and remorse about things I‟ve done in the
past. It‟s not mine. It‟s really not. I can get into the
psychobabble about it and say it‟s all created because of
mass consciousness and my bad parents and everything else,
but I just let it go. I walk away from it. It‟s not mine.
Some of you had a particularly difficult time this past
month. You let go a little tiny bit of things, and then you
wondered why you were still feeling tired or why you were
somewhat depressed or had anxiety. You just let it all go.
It‟s not yours. The only thing that is yours, is what you
are choosing. That’s it. Period. It’s that easy.
The Master, the I Am, takes that – that‟s distilled from the I
Am – the Master takes that and brings it into this lifetime.
Let‟s say everybody you met in this lifetime represents all of
your lifetimes and you have all these experiences with all of
these faces and all these identities. The Master comes to you
and says, “Let’s do that dance in this lifetime.” I’m going
to bring the wisdom to you (one person). You and I,
Human and Master. Invite me into your house, the house
of the human. Let me coexist with you. I‟m not going to take
up any space. I‟m not going to steal your food. I‟m not going
to peek through shower curtain or anything like that. Allow
me into that house. Let’s coexist together, Master and
human. You can still have your human ways and the
beautiful human experiences, but now there is the And of the
Master.” The Master:“I’ll bring the wisdom. Human, you
bring the heart. Oh, you’ve got heart. You’ve got
tremendous heart. I’ll bring the wisdom. You bring the
heart and let’s do the dance together.”
“I‟m going to be so bold and courageous, I‟m just going to
open up. I‟m not going to filter. I‟m not going to decide if
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it‟s light or dark or good or bad or if I‟m worthy or not,
because I‟m kind of tired of all these other lifetime aspects.
They‟re pains in the butt. And I‟m kind of tired of myself.
And I‟m kind of tired of the old human linear path. I’m just
going to allow, without limits.”
That‟s embodied enlightenment. When a human identity, a
human aspect of what you would call the soul, when that
human aspect is the one that, you could say, kind of is
chosen by the Master, by the wisdom, but it‟s really because
of the allowing of this human. You’re allowing all the rest
of them, your lifetimes. You‟re so preoccupied with what
you‟re doing, you‟re forgetting to allow. You‟re praying.
You‟re crying. You‟re stealing. You‟re begging. You‟re into
power issues. You‟re into identity issues. You‟re into “poor
me” and “great amazing me, ” but you’re the one that
allowed.
Master: “But you, you, this one lifetime out of all of
these, you allowed. Therefore, let’s do that dance of
coexistence together while you stay in the body.”
Allowing is only about you, you, yourself, the divine, the
Master, whatever you want to call it. Only about those two
elements. You, human, allowing Master. They come
together.
6.1 My Goodness is Compassion
What is your goodness? Because where we’re going now,
we’re bringing together the wisdom of the Master and the
heart of the human. It’s the Powerless Life.
That is such compassion and a thrill and a joy and all of
these other things. “I Am that I Am!” That‟s the compassion
or the passion of the soul.
Stay with me here now. That passion, compassion of the
soul, is the very thing that created or brought forth energy.
Energy is condensed compassion. What is in your heart is
compassion. Love, compassion, whatever you want to call it,
admiration for others – that is energy. You are an attractor.
You attract energy.
I‟m going to bring that same compassion that‟s deep seated
within each and every one you, I‟m going to bring it into
your reality, the human reality and now I‟m going to watch
how the energies and the way reality is shaped and formed
to truly change effortlessly.
6.2 Consciousness-ism!
“Hey, it‟s just consciousness being creative and when it
wants it, you‟re all here.” Actually, that is the truth. Science
is going to take a while to discover it; religions are never
going to accept it. But that is the truth. Without
consciousness there is nothing. With consciousness you can
create realities like this. With consciousness you can create
the sense of Focus that gets you caught in a reality like this.
With consciousness you can create any reality you want, but
it‟s not through the brain. It‟s no power whatsoever. It‟s not
even using energy.

Consciousness is the very thing that is going to allow you,
bring you into alternative realities, and not human realities.
So now comes the time, now comes the time for the wisdom
of the Master. The Master showed up because you were
allowing.
Secondly, there‟ll be a flashing light on this: “Do not use for
others - for your own personal use only.” Do not use for
others, because then you‟re defeating the very compassion
of your heart. You see, true compassion is allowing
everybody their experiences, honoring everything about
them, about others. Not trying to change them. Not trying to
change the world, but honoring. Perhaps it‟s one of the
toughest lessons for any angel and any human angel like
you.
Consciousness creates, using no energy whatsoever. It is
only in the manifestation that energy is brought forth to
create beautiful illusions of reality.
Consciousness, the great creator, requires no energy
whatsoever.

7. Conscious Attention of the Creator
When the universe reaches a point of maximum expansion a
unique phenomenon will take place. There will be a moment
when all laws necessary for the creative maintenance of
physical matter and all materializing processes become
suspended. Due to the relative velocities of the various star
systems, this event will not be experienced simultaneously
in all parts of the universe, but will travel as a wave across
the sea of creation.
Existing within this ripple of non-time will be the focused
conscious attention of the Creator. As it passes through the
material realms, it will stay and take up residence in all life
forms with circuitry capable of mirroring its essence. This is
the moment when the Creator will slip inside Creation; the
moment for which I am attempting to prepare us.
This is the much misunderstood "Second Coming of Christ".
It is the event that primitive civilizations have looked
forward to as "the return of the gods". The Mayans went so
far as to pinpoint its actual occurrence in what we would call
the year 2012 A.D. Yet while many of our traditions hint at
what is about to transpire, none of them have adequately
conveyed the magnitude of impact such an event will have.
Indeed, no single conceptual structure is capable of
conveying the enormity of what is soon to take place.
7.1 Planetary Being
Those familiar with the scriptures of our various peoples
should be in position to understand what is occurring for
these are the times spoken of. Yet we must realize that God
did not invent the words used in scripture. He merely
arranged them in the order most approximating His
meaning. Further, He only presented them in mental pictures
and through the years of translation and deliberate tampering
most meaning is distorted and damaged.
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What is actually happening requires all of biological life to
convey its meaning.
Words can symbolize this, but hardly portray it fully enough
to stand alone. If we would know the deepest Truth of
scripture, look not to words alone but to the great
momentum of spirit within our own soul. This is where the
living history is being made. In a way, it would be
impossible for our rational intellect to comprehend this
forthcoming event in human history. The sum total of all
that has happened on our planet is but the shadow cast
before.
In a very real sense, we have not yet been born. We are still
in an embryonic state. We have yet to receive the touch of
God's total definition. Through the long years of human
history on Earth, our species has been forming the cells that
are to comprise the directive aspect of the physical body of
the Creator within Creation. Gestation upon this planet has
but set the stage for the emergence of the Planetary Being
now taking definite form. This Planetary Being is actually
"who you are".
Has it occurred to us that the mathematical probability of our
being here is infinitesimal? Were we not here, living proof
of the impossible, an excellent case could be made for our
non-existence - and still can prevail in conceptual reasoning.
Within the framework of law that was of necessity instituted
to create and govern these material realms, the existence of
biological life would not have been possible, except if it
were to enter through that one moment when that law was
suspended. Ponder this carefully. Such is the origin of
biology: the fusion of Spirit and Matter. The impact of this
single creative moment is so vast, so far-reaching, that the
shock waves sent out before it, have given rise to all of the
biological life that now exists upon our planet.
7.2 No Evolution
We are living in the shadow of an event not yet taken place.
Yet it is we, ourselves, under all our layers of false identity
that cause this event as we approach ever nearer to the Earth.
From within the context of history, it appears that there has
been, on this planet, a progression of increasingly complex
life-forms evolving toward ever higher levels of
consciousness. It appears that there has been an evolutionary
process. But this is not the case. What is actually occurring
is that the matter of Earth is falling under the influence of
our vibrational body. This influence naturally increases as
we draw nearer. Only when the center of our spirit touches
the center of the Earth will Life on this planet be fully
manifest in form. The same Truth can be presented,
however, in that it HAS ALREADY OCCURRED LONG
PRIOR TO THIS MOMENT AS WE PERCEIVE IT AND
WE ARE BUT A REENACTMENT OF THAT WHICH
WAS COME BEFORE.
This is not difficult to understand. What we have considered
to be history or in other terms, the evolution of the species,
is only what we have been able to observe through the
distorted medium of a fragmented and quite subjective
intelligence, trapped within the past-future orientation of
linear time. From such a perspective, the act of Creation

could appear as a progressive, sequential process. To the
extent that we are able to identify with the spirit that gives us
consciousness however, it becomes a much simpler matter:
we have yet to arrive. We are still on our way, so to speak.
Sitting there reading these words is only a reflection of our
unconscious totality as it prepares to become fully revealed
on the day of awakening.
7.3 Unified Field Identity
Our real life will begin when the Creator gives us His
definition in form. Within the womb of history, our species
has been primarily defined by the Earth-Mother who is
helping to prepare the clay. She is only interested in getting
the form arranged according to specification. Her only
knowledge of Spirit is that it brings forth her potential.
When the Father's center merges with the center of the
Earth, the collectivity of human consciousness will awaken
to a unified field identity. We will be born. After that, the
influence of Matter will not affect our consciousness as
dominantly as it did during the historical gestation period.
The Earth will continue to suckle the species, so to speak,
for another millennium before we are capable of going off
on our own, but even during that period the Father's
influence will be much greater than it is today.
7.4 New Definition of God’s Love
The Creator has established laws to govern the bonding of
energy. Through these laws of materialization, the physical
universe is created and maintained. In the material realms,
these laws are right and proper. But when they come into
relationship with biological life, they begin to behave
strangely. From a perspective of consciousness, they
translate into limitation, contraction and ultimately death. In
psychological terms, the laws of materialization have given
rise to the ego - a fictitious identity with a sense of fear,
vulnerability and a need to protect and defend itself.
Spiritual consciousness should not properly be associated
with the forces that govern the bonding of energy.
Their historical juxtaposition came about through the
process referred to as "the Fall". During the period of species
preparation, the presence of the materializing influence on
levels of consciousness has been unfortunate but not critical.
However, in light of the intensifying vibrations of the
creative spirit that is now nearly aligned with the center of
our planet, the definitions that have been imposed by matter
will no longer be tenable. The Creator Himself will dispel
this planetary restraining influence and henceforth hold all
life-forms in appropriate expression through the new
definitions of His Love. This will be a profound transition
for each and every form identity, a transition of a magnitude
we can only begin to suspect.
7.5 Two Avenues
As a collective event, the moment of birth is still a
generation away. But individually speaking, this event
transcends the limits of space and time and is, in fact,
already under way. Our individual birth will take place at the
precise moment in linear time when we stop struggling with
our rational fear patterns and let ourselves go in the divine
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dance of inner direction. We must decide whether we are
going to accept the inevitable in a state of love and prepare
ourselves accordingly, or hold on in fear to the bitter end.
Ultimately these are the only two avenues of response. By
the linear time this event takes place, humanity will be
polarized according to these two adaptive patterns. All will
be decidedly in one camp or the other.

the objective vantage point of the ages, with the eyes of the
Star-Maker Himself? To God‟s Host, our entire history
appears as but a gesture of sorts. They see in our passage
through the vibrational field of Earth, a gesture that we
make, a salute almost, to the energy-retention systems of this
particular heavenly body. This is how we express ourselves
on this beautiful blue and white world whirling through
space as a wondrously blue-green thing of beauty.

7.6 Love or Fear…
7.8 God’s Host comes to remind us Who We Are!
To those of the human race who have turned themselves in
to the will of God, the coming interval of non-time will
literally expand into eternity. These individuals will be able
to experience a lifetime or many lifetimes, in that eternity,
while still retaining the option to return to their physical
projections as transformed representatives of the Being of
Life on Earth. These will be God’s co-workers during the
period of Planetary Awakening - please, I hope we will read
this very carefully. Please, reread the above for it is indeed
most important to some of us in this early awakening. Some
of us cannot drift upon the currents but rather must come
quickly into knowledge.
Others, not so finely tuned to the forces that will be released
at that time, will feel great surges of energy, lasting for an
indeterminate period. Some few will experience an intense
fear and many, dear ones, shall die. Everything in physical
form at this time, every soul in every kingdom, will feel
something, something incredible, something that according
to all the laws of physics ever known or ever to be
discovered, could never happen. But there it will be before
all senses; an impossible fact, like the babe in the manger,
like the unmistakable feeling in our hearts, an incredible
vibration of Truth and Love, shimmering, scintillating,
awakening every nerve, every capillary, every cell of our
planetary bodies.
Whether the individual form identity reading these words
right now will be a surviving participant in that event
depends upon that with which we identify and how
gracefully we are able to align ourselves with God's creative
definition. If we can identify with the flow of Life through
our essential Planetary Being and release all subjective
definitions of who we think we are, we will play our part
most joyously in the birthday celebration. God's definition
ofus in form is much greater than any of us could possibly
imagine for ourselves. During this present period of
Individual Awakening, the first of the three creative periods,
we are being given the opportunity to embrace this true
definition as the cornerstone of our existence.
7.7 Unified Collective Consciousness
On the morning of Creation, we will recognize the Unified
Collective Consciousness of all Humankind as our own true
identity. We will know beyond a shadow of a doubt that we
are the bridge between Spirit and Matter, between Creator
and Creation, between Life and the forms through which
Life flows. If we release the definitions that Matter has set
upon us, this is the definition that the Creator will bestow,
the definition of Christ Himself!
Can we see ourselves as those of the distant stars do, from

At this time in our racial experience, most of us are simply
not yet ready to enter into a closer working relationship with
them but they will prepare us, during the coming years of
revolutions of our planet around the Sun for the time when
our collective vibrational patterns are such that we can blend
with them on a very large scale.
They are still experimenting with various ways and means of
accomplishing their task of awakening but with the
increasing ease of direct informational exchange, their work
within the currents of our history will probably subside.
They hope it will not be necessary to shake us out of our
exclusive past-future oriented focus on form through any of
the cataclysmic events foretold in our various prophecies.
They will use these if they must in order to protect the
biosphere of this planet but if we follow through on the
information they are clarifying, there is no reason why they
should have to resort to such extreme measures. Through
these transmissions and through many others like them
throughout the Earth, they are supplying us with more than
enough information to enable us to restore our own
equilibrium.
7.9 We Decide by Ourselves
They are allowing a certain amount of ecological destruction
to take place without direct interference because such
destruction may help to precipitate a voluntary and
cooperative return to a pre-Fall state. We must come to
understand that we structure these things ourselves and not
of outside doing. This would be far more meaningful than a
return that is forced upon us. A self-initiated awakening will
greatly enhance our ability to restore the Earth's ecological
harmony. Consequently, at this time, they are confining their
help as much as is possible to the provision of information
and to the development of conceptual clarity.
Meanwhile, there are many among us who will, as time
passes, experience one by one the necessary psychological
transformation and enter into a conscious working
relationship with those of them in a state of grace. During
this coming period they will be largely occupied with the
conceptual education of our species along with pointing out
that which we are bringing in our own creation. We must
witness the errors of our creation in order to collectively
form perfection and balance in that which we are now
creating.
As they move along here in this present cycle, they will be
withdrawing their activity on conceptual levels and focus
more directly on physical and emotional levels. This is
where the real work needs to be accomplished. The
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establishment of a conductive conceptual climate however,
is a prerequisite.
As they move along they shall be integrating past, current
and future perceptions so that we can look at the patterns in
somewhat less confusion. May we abide together, we and
they, that clarity becomes our focus and ability to
comprehend is granted through grace of Creator. It is a joy
to share in this wondrous experience upon the waves of the
universe.

8. Conclusions
We human beings are mental beings who are living in the
cosmic vacuum tube of invisibility and projecting our
creative desires mentally by imagining, thinking and
dreaming. When we embody we become consciousness –
God in physical realization. We are bridge between Spirit
and Matter, between Creator and Creation and between Life
and forms through which Life flows. We are Life givers and
Life seeders on this planet.
The only reason we had started incarnations on this beautiful
plane millions of years ago was to resolve the issue of
relation between consciousness and energy. We have
succeeded in our massion and very recently we came to
awareness that energy responds to consciousness, that all
energy is ours to serve us if we choose so and allow it. With
that success all interferers from the other realms are
removed so that we can continue our ascension into higher
realms together with our planet Earth. In support we got
from September 18th, 2007 the new energy with awareness
which responds to our consciousness fulfilling every our
desire if we allow it.
The universe will soon reach maximum expansion when
there will be an interval of non-time so that all laws of
creation will be suspended. During that zero time all of
biological life will be requested to convey its meaning and
there will be redefinition of God‟s love so there will be no
more death.
When center of Spirit merges with the center of the Earth
collectivity of human consciousness will awaken to a unified
field identity and then we will get Creator‟s final definition
in form – we will be born as Planetary Beings, actually “who
we are”.
This is time of choosing. To those of the human race who
have turned themselves in to the will of God, the coming
interval of non-time will literally expand into eternity. These
individuals will be able to experience a lifetime or many
lifetimes, in that eternity, while still retaining the option to
return to their physical projections as transformed
representatives of the Being of Life on Earth.
Others, not so finely tuned to the forces that will be released
at that time, will feel great surges of energy, lasting for an
indeterminate period. Some few will experience an intense
fear and many shall die.
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UNITOR and performing measurements of the plasma instabilities
in the scrape-off layer at the tokamak TEXTOR in Jullich
(Germany).
1987 – 1991 Worked as the guest scientist at the Max-PlanckInstitute for Plasma Physics in Garching by Munich (Germany)
performing measurements of the magnetic field configuration at the
stellarator W7AS as well as the measurements of the limiter heat
load.
1991 – 2000 Was working in the Institute of Physics in Zemun
(Serbia) on investigations of the plasma force-free configurations
and in 1995 I acquired the Research Professor degree.
2000 – At the end of 2000 I chose to leave the Institute of Physics
and went on my own way to discover and learn the God‟s
principles and laws of creation.
After 18 years of the progression toward that sacred goal, I
finally succeeded and now I know many of the God‟s creational
principles and laws (unknown until now) and can apply them for
the simple and efficient creations which make the basis for a new
life quality on this planet.
I am a pioneer, creating with a New Conscious Energy and building
a new civilization without electricity.
I‟ve developed the QUANTUM RADIATION BALANCER –
the genuine product in form of a self-adhesive sticker certified by
the Hado Life Institute of Dr. Masaru Emoto which 100% balances
radiation from any device, if attached to it, protecting the human
body and environment from its harmful effects and eliminating
with time the damages already caused by the radiation. It can
be successfully applied to: cell phones, computers, laptops,
microwave ovens, cordless phones, tablets, wireless monitors, WiFi routers, TV-sets, Radios, and any other source of radiation.
Thanks to the consistent pursuit of my Leitmotif “The Authority of
Truth rather than the Truth of Authority” I have experimentally
proved the true atom, cell and particle “ATON” concept.
According to the “ATON” concept, atoms, cells and particles are
made of light which are spinning around the centering Mind
(Spirit) points (the black holes). Nature expresses energy as electric
potential in only one way, which is the same way both for the
atomic and for the stellar scale: by projecting mentally the rings of
visible light which are spinning around the centering Spirit points.
This amazing beauty of creational simplicity is the
basic fundamental truth of the science that is based on the
knowledge of the cause.
I wrote two books: “GOD IN THE ATOM” and DODECA 101
LOVE ENERGY which are available on my website:
http://www.teslastyle101.com

Author Profile
I was born on August 6, 1950 in Grab, Montenegro
(former Yugoslavia). 1982 – Acquired my PhD in the
field of atomic and plasma physics, at the same
Faculty, under the title: “Regularities and Systematic
trends of Stark Width and Shift Parameters of Spectral Lines in
Plasmas”. 1985 -1987 Spent two years as fellow of the Alexander
von Humboldt Foundation from Bonn (Germany) at the University
Düsseldorf developing plasma UV-spectroscopy at the tokamak
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